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INTRODUCTION
In costuming a play, especially a Shakespearean play, the
designer's task is composed of many facets. The facets include,
in outline form: the necessary historical research into the play; a
study of the atmosphere of the drama and the individual personalities of the dramatic characters; the designs for the actual costumes based on the research; the supervision of the costume shop
and assistance in the construction of the actual garments; and the
preparation of a written report. This document is the report of a
costume designer's method of creating original designs for a dramatic production of Shakespeare's itomeo and Juliet.
It was the aim of the designer to create a group of costumes which would have the greatest possibility of achieving a synthesis of the factors which influence the costuming of a dramatic
production. The factors to be considered are quite numerous and
in many cases are variable rather than constant. Constant factors
which must be considered are the script, the scheduled date for the
production, the cast (if known), and the physical size of the theatre
and shops. The variable factors include such things as individual
characterizations by the actors, the availability of wardrobe and
the cost of the necessary materials. Until the ideas and attitudes

of the staff are known, they are also considered variables since any
one of several approaches might be made. The same is true of the
director who is the major controUing factor. The problem is then
composed of (1) learning from the director and his staff as many of
the constant factors as possible, (2) the selection of a style for the
costumes in keeping with the established production goals, (3) the
design of the necessary garments in keeping with the chosen style,
and (4) the supervision and construction of the actual garments.

CHAPTER I
COSTUME DESIGN: FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED
The theatre is a composite art, and its various elements--the
actor, the settings, the costumes, and so on--must serve together, not separately. 1
Thus, John Gassner put into words for theatre the concept that
teamwork is necessary for a successful final result. The production of Romeo and Juliet, as presented in the University Theatre on
April 17, 1964, was composed of three major areas. These were
the areas under the supervision of the director, the scene designer
and the costume designer.
When a play is chosen each person connected with its
presentation should become thoroughly familiar with it. Ideas r e garding the play's theme, style, period, locale, mood, and atmosphere should be formulated by each person involved before they
are discussed and arbitrated. Once these things have been agreed
upon and can be considered as constant factors, the designer has a
foundation on which to build.
This chapter will discuss: (1) the costume designer's
Ijohn Gassner, Producing the Play (New York: Dryden
Press, 1953), p. 1.

interpretation of the play, (2) the director's ideas on the current
production, (3) the scene designer's concept, and (4) the costume
designer's approach to the problem.
The Costume Designer's Interpretation of the Plav
In Chapter VI of his Poetics. Aristotle defines tragedy
thus:
Tragedy then is an imitation of an action that is complete,
and of a certain magnitude; in language embellished with
each kind of artistic ornament, the several kinds being
found in separate parts of the play; in the form of action,
not narrative; effecting the proper purgation of these
emotions, 2
John Gassner elaborates on Aristotle's theories. He includes, in
addition to pity and fear, enlightenment as the third element necessary for catharsis. He states:
. . . No matter how well the action or the main character's
destiny is resolved and concluded, the anarchic forces, "the
pity and fear, " evoked by the tragedy cannot establish a suitable inner equilibrium. Only enlightenment, a clear comprehension of what was involved in the struggle, an understanding
of cause and effect, a judgment on what we have witnessed,
and an induced state of mind that places it above the root of
passion--can effect this necessary equilibrium. 3
2Francis Fergusson (ed.), Aristotle's Poetics, trans.
S. H. Butcher (New York: Hill and Wang, 1962), p. 61.
3john Gassner, "Catharsis and the Modern Theatre, "
European Theories of the Dram,a. With a Supplement on the
American Drama, ed. Barrett H. Clark, (New York: Crown

From a combination of these two theories catharsis could
be defined as the result of a process involving the expulsion of pity
and feai- through actions which are credible and which bring enlightenment.
The Theme of the Play
Shakespeare often reveals his intentions through the use
of a prologue. The Prologue to Romeo and Juliet states:
Two households, both alike in dignity
In fair Verona, where we lay our scene.
From ancient grudge break to new mutiny.
Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean.
From forth the fatal loins of these two foes
A pair of star-crossed lovers take their life;
Whose misadventured pitious overthrows
Do with their death bury their parents' strife.
The fearful passage of their death-mark'd love.
And the continuance of their parents' rage.
Which, but their childrer-'s death nought could remove,
Is now the two hours' traffic of our stage;
The which if you with patient ears attend,
What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to menc. 4
The fact that Shakespeare refers to the quarrel here and indicates
that the lovers are fated to meet and die in order to resolve it,
would imply that the lovers are only the cathartic agent by which
the parents and the audience are enlightened.
Publishers, 1947), p. 551.
Hardin Craig (ed.), The Complete Works of Shakespeare
(Chicago: Scott Foresman and Co., 1951), p. 395.
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In the first scene of the play the exposition which sets the
background is concerned with the quarrel. The far-reaching effects are established by including the servants of both houses,
friends of both families, and the populace of Verona as the script
states (I, i, 77): "Enter several of both houses, who join in the
fray; then enter Citizens with clubs. "^
The quarrel is predominant as the turning point of the
plot (m, i, 36), as Tybalt is slain. 6 The death of Tybalt brings
about Romeo's banishment, Juliet's early marriage date with
Paris, and hastens the coming of the tragic end.
In the final scene of the play the Prince, after learning
of the events from Romeo's letter, calls both houses as he says
(V, iii, 291),
Where be these enemies ? Capulet 1 Montague I
See what a scourge is laid upon your hate.
That heaven finds means to kill your joys with love,
And I for winking at your discord too
Have lost a brace of kinsmen; all are punished. "7
Here in the final judgment of the Prince it is again stated that love
was the means by which the quarrel was ended.
Because of the emphasis on the quarrel in the Prologue,
the exposition, the turning point, and the end of the play, it
5lbid.. p. 396.

^Ibid.. p. 410.

'^Ibid.. o. 424.

appears that effecting an end to the quarrel is the theme which
runs throughout the play. The play is concerned less with the
lovers, in the over-all theme, than with the ending of their parents' strife. If the play were to end with the death of the lovers
without the final scene in which aU the partisans of both houses
are enlightened, there would be no catharsis.
The Mood and Atmosphere
The mood and atmosphere are often in contrast with the
over-all theme. Atmosphere according to one definition in the
Oxford English Dictionary is defined as:
The surrounding mental or moral element, environment:
The air in any particular place, esp. as effected in its
condition by heat, cold, purifying or contaminating influences; a supposed outer envelope of effective influence
surrounding various bodies.
Mood is defined as:
A frame of mind or state of feeling; one's humour, temper,
or disposition at a particular time.
The psychological atmosphere of Romeo and Juliet would contain
the hate of the feuding families, the love of Romeo and Juliet,
and the haste with which they meet their t r a 0 c end. The physical
atmosphere would include the hot Italian summer days and the
mellow summer nights. The mood of the play, the feeling produced by the love story within the play and the rhythmic quality of
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of the poetiy and imagery, is one of lyric romanticism.
The Locale and the Period
The locale of the play as stated in the script is Verona
and Mantua. No date of the story is included. The plot of the
star-crossed lovers was taken from a collection of Italian
Novellini written in 1476 by j^feisuccio of Salerno, but it goes back
as far as the fifth century A. JJ. and is attributed to Xenophon of
Ephesus. In 1562 an English poetical version appeared written by
Arthur Brook. This version was probably Shakespeare's only
source.8
The costume designer's interpretation of the play includes the theme of the quarrel, the psychological atmosphere of
hate, the physical atmosphere of the Italian climate, and the mood
of lyric romanticism.
With questions concerning the general impressions of
the play answered, the costumer can then consider the various
ways that the production could be mounted. Shakespearean productions may be done in numerous ways including iiliZiabethan costumes, modern dress, or the costumes which were fashionable
during the time of the play's action. The style which was in vogue
^Craig, "The Sources of the Play, "jbid., p. 394.
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at the period in which the play is set seemed feasible to the costumer and was his choice for Romeo and Juliet. Thus, the period
was tentatively set around 1476, the date of the Novellini which
Shakespeare adopted from Arthur Brook's poem. ^
The Director
John Gassner states that:
The director in the modern theatre is the designer of the entire production. He integrates . . . (the elements] and r e lates them to his basic conception of the meaning and mood of
the play, as weU as to the style of production that seems to
him most appropriate to the play. 10
In this regard the director is tiie single controlling factor. In conference, the director of the Texas Technological College production of Romeo and Juliet. Mr. Ronald Schulz, expressed the feeling that the Elizabethan era would provide the wrong aesthetic
background for the mood he wished to create with the play. He
felt that an earlier more romantic period would visually better
coincide with his interpretation of the script. At his suggestion,
the mode of presentation was decided to be pre-Shakespearean,
some period where softer more fluid lines were suggested by the
costumes.
9lbid.
^'^Gassner, Producing the Plav. p. 1.
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The Scene Designer
The scenic designer, Dr. Clifford Ashby, felt that a
modified architectural setting providing a neutral background
was appropriate to the play, eliminating set changes. He agreed
on the Italian Renaissance as the period which offered an appropriate milieu for Romeo and Juliet.
The Costume Designer's Approach
The tentative style selected by the costumer was found
to coincide with the opinions expressed by both the director and
the scenic designer. No drastic revisions in style interpretation
were needed for the costumes to augment and support the production as a whole. The costumes were to center around the last
quarter of the fifteenth century, the period of the Novellini.
In order to aid the atmosphere of the play, it was decided
that the opposing factions of the quarrel should be dressed in different monochromatic tones. This would also help the audience to
differentiate between the two houses. It was decided that the
Capulets would be dressed in hues of warm colors from the deep
reds through the burnt oranges, and the Montagues in the various
shades of green and blue. As much as was feasible, each
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character was dressed in a hue which would further identify him
by placing him in a relative position to the core of the quarrel.
Ideally, the characters who were closer to the center of the quarrel would wear the more brilliant shades of orange and red or
blue and green depending on their clan affiliation.
oUij.:3:nary
Vvith the agreement of the personnel involved, the last
quarter of the fifteenth century in Verona and l/Iantua formed the
foundation for the production stylo. Since these factors also coincided with the first impressions oi the costume designer, no new
course of action was necessary.
The period chosen embodies both the end of the Medieval
spirituality and the beginnings of the sensuality of the Renaissance.
With a tentative period chosen wherein the social, emotional and
intellectual environments are changing, the designer must always
be certain that the dress will reflect the essential qualities of the
age in which it evolved. A more detailed study of the costume of
the period becomes tiecessary before the actual designs can be
created.

CHAPTER n
A STUDY OF ITALIAN COSTUME
DURING THE PERIOD 1450-1525
Scope
Once the specific production style has been agreed upon
and a particular historical period has been chosen, the costume
designer has a point of departure for further study. The clothes
of the period must be examined before specific characters can be
dressed. This examination should include the basic garments of
both sexes, the variations which might be found in the fashions of
the day and the basic differences in garments of the social classes
to be found in the play. The kinds of fabrics used in the period
and the colors which might have been used will also be of interest.
An effective method of determining the desired information is an examination of the works of painters who were contemporary to the period. Since it was agreed that the setting would
be placed in Verona and Mantua as suggested by the script, the
research would center upon Italian representations as much as
possible. The date having been established as the last quarter of
the fifteenth century, this study will aUow a quarter of a century
12

13
in either direction from the chosen period and include sources
from 1450-1525 in ItPly.
The two basic garments of the day wiU be discussed first
because their popularity and similarity pervades the entire period.
These are the high-waisted gown and the houppelande. ^ Accessories, textures and colors wiU then be discussed.
The Aesthetic Background
From the Middle Ages to the High Renaissance artists
found many of their subjects in ecclesiastical sources. This religous influence upon the costumes of the period is noted by Parsons.
He says that the costumes of contemporary society,
. . . show admirably how strongly entrenched was the
ecclesiastic influence that constituted mediaeval idealism.,
as indeed do some of the frescoes of even the last quarter of
the century. So long as the painter's craft was mainly employed in the decoration of churches or other ecclesiastical
buildings the spirit of the early ideal influenced immensely
the costumes of the figures portrayed and these in turn reacted on the fashions exploited in the social world, . . . while
old documents show the same trend of thought in secular life. 2
The result of this church influence is strongly felt in the styles of
both men and women in the entire age, and it virtually dominated
l^Lucy Barton, Historic Costume for the Stage (Boston:
Walter H. Baker Co., 1935), pp. 156-157.
2Frank Parsons, The Psychology of Dress (Garden City,
N. Y.: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1923), p. 54.

" " — - " ^ — - • '
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the feminine costume during the first quarter of the period of this
study. A direct result of the religious idealism of the age was the
high-waisted gown. The ideal of the pregnant Virgin as the perfect woman evolved, and the sway-backed figure with the protruding abdomen took the place of the Greek goddess. 3 As evidenced in the paintings of the period, and in the works of later
scholars, the houppelande was parobably an adaptation of the religous robes worn by clergymen. ^
The High-Waisted Gown
The costumes for the saints and Virgin were high-waisted
gowns in paintings through the first half of the sixteenth century.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, deviations were practically non-existent. In almost all of the pictures of the Virgin
either with the Babe in her arms or without, she is shown in a
dress which is girdled under her breasts. The variations which
may be found are in the sleeve and neck treatment,, and the width
of the girdle, as they are treated either simply or elaborately. 5
3Madge Garland, The Changing Face of Beauty (New
York: M. Barrows & Co., 1957), p. 31.
4Barton, p. 160.
5lt is interesting to note that although the basic silhouette
remained constant, the style of the costume underwent a
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The High-Waisted Gown: Sleeves
In the pictures of the Madonna and saints, the closefitting sleeve is seen frequently. Often it is seen under a fuUer
sleeve of an over-garment

The primary variations in the basic

cut of the sleeves include a long flowing sleeve which reaches the
floor when the figure is kneeling as in JF ilippo Lippi's The Madonna Vvith Two Angels. ^ The close-fitting sleeve is seen in many
degrees of splendor from the very plain without trim to the
slashed sleeve with trim of gold, brocade, or jewels.
The High-W^aisted Gown: Neck Treatment
The high-waisted gown in the ecclesiastical paintings of
the period is treated within the limits of the square neckline, the
oval neckline and the V-neckline. These basic styles may be seen
change. Parsons notes this change in general appearance; "Just
as soon, however, as social life assumed more importance than
religious idealism a change took place and by 1500 clothes for
saints conceived according to a spiritual ideal were a thing of the
past, for instead of saints being regarded as models for fine
ladies and others, fine ladies and others became models for
saints, until even saints were dressed as women saw fit to dictate.
The most interesting psychological process of this epoch is found
in the complete change in the general appearance and in the costumes of the female saints, as humanism displaced mediaevalism
and the surrender of humanism to sense appetite took place."
Parsons, p. 55.
^Angela Ottino, Botticelli and His Contemporaries (New
York: Crown Publishers, 1960), p. 39.
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in embroidery, gold, brocade, jewels, or quite plain and completely unadorned. The square neckline and the oval neckline may
be seen in many different sizes ranging from the high and close to
the wide and quite low. The V-neckline usuaUy extends from the
shoulder to the girdle, revealing the oval neckline of an underdress.
The High-Waisted Gown: Girdle
The girdle which gathers the gown under the breasts is
treated in two basic fashions. It is either cording or a flat band.
The cording may be seen in varying sizes from that which resembles string to that which is the width of a large rope. These cords
are often depicted as gold. The flat band ranges from, the width of
a narrow ribbon to three or four inches wide. The various decorations of these bands include gold, brocade, embroidery, and
jewels which either cover the entire surface, or only serve as a
decorative edging.
Descriptions of the costume treatments in contemporary
pictures of the Virgin are included below.
1. The Annunciation*^ (ca. 1450). Filippo Lippi (ca.
1406-1464) painted this picture which now hangs in the Doria
7lbid.. p. 41
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GaUery in Rom.e. There are two figures; Mary and an angel.
Mary is wearing the high-waisted gc i t.. Both figures have
sleeves which are close-fitting on the forearm.

The sleeve of

the angel is shown to become fuller from the elbow to the shoulder. Both garments have the shaUow oval neckline and only the
angel's gown has a border of gold embroidery.
2. The Maciorin;. With Two Angels^ (ca. 1455-1465). In
this Filippo Lippi painting, the central figure is dressed in a highv;aisted gown of a softly draping material, under which can be
seen an underdress. The neckline of the over-dress is an open
"V" to the girdle which is caught by diminishing lengths of cord,
at about every two inches, from the bustline to the waist. These
cords are fastened by pearl buttons. This over-garment has
billowing sleeves imder which are seen the close-fitting sleeves
of the underdress. There are decorative pearls at the shoulder
and in the hair. The high forehead is set off by what appears to
be a roundel of twisted chiffon set on the back of the head with the
ends falling softly on the back of the neck. This more elaborate
treatment of the neckline, sleeves and headdress is evidence of
the trend toward the more elaborate during the period.
% i d . . p. 39.
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3. Sacred Conversation^ (ca. 1461). This painting by
Domenico Veneziano (ca. 1410-1461) hangs in the Uffizi, Florence.
The Virgin is shown in a high-waisted gown with a square neckline. The neckHne and the close-fitting sleeves are bordered
with a gold and jeweled brocade. She is wearing a cape which is
lined with a contrasting color and bordered with a narrow edge of
gold embroidery.
4. Madonna In Glory With Cherubim^Q (ca. 1470).
5. Madonna Against Rose Hedge^^ (ca. 1470). The
originals of these paintings by Sandro BotticeUi (ca, 1444-1510)
may be seen in the Uffizi Palace, Florence. The figure in both
paintings is seen in a gown which is caught by a gold cord under
the breasts. The neckline is embroidered in gold. The closefitting sleeves are slashed at the wrist revealing the white undergarment. The head is covered with a very sheer fabric boimd
around the crown of the head to form a pouf in the back. The
headpiece which falls over the forehead and softly to the shoulders
is bordered with hemstitching of gold thread. The large dark
^Ibid.. p. 52.
lOLionello Venturi, Sandro Botticelli (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1937), Plate I.
lllbid., p. 52.
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green cape is lined with black velvet and edged in gold embroidery. The Madonna wears close-fitting shoes that come to a
slight point, and are quite plain.
6. Madonna of the Eucharistl2 (ca. 1472). Like the
other Botticelli Madonnas, this one which hangs in the Gardner
museima in Boston, has the same basic dress treatment with an
addition to the longer cape of a shorter one which is elaborately
bordered.
7. The Altarplece for S. Cassiano at Venice^^
(ca. 1475). Painted by Giovanni Bellini, this picture is to be seen
in the Vienna Gallery. The Madonna is dressed in an elaborately
brocaded gown and cape. The cape seems smaller by comparison
to the capes in earlier paintings. Her head is simply covered
with a plain white piece resembling the modern circle scarves
which are currently in vogue.
8. The Virgin and Child^^ (ca, 1487). This picture by
Bellini can be seen in the Venice Academy. The primary interest
12ibid., Plate IV.
^^Phillip Hendy and Ludwig Goldscheider, Giovanni
BeUini (New York: Oxford University Press, 1945), p. 25,
Fig. 15.
l^Ibid., p. 56.
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in this picture is the slashed sleeve, a close-fitting sleeve caught
at the wrist by a shoe-lace effect through three smaU eyes. The
sleeve is open to the elbow showing the biUowing white undergarment. The wrist and the edge of the slash are bordered by brocade.
9. The Nativityl^ (ca. 148?). This painting by Piero
Delia Francesca (ca. 1415-1492) hangs in the National Gallery,
London. The kneeling figure is dressed in the high-waisted gown
with a V-neckline which extends to the girdle revealing the low
oval neckline of an underdress. The V-neckline is bordered by
pearls. The over-sleeves are pushed back so that the slashed
close-fitting sleeves of the underdress may be seen. The figure
is wearing her hair braided and woimd around the back of her head,
and decorated with pearls. A necklace of pearls climaxed by a
large red stone is also visible.
10. The Adoration of the Madonna 16 (ca. 1490). This
Madonna was painted by Alesio Baldovinetti (1425-149.j). The
original hangs in the Louvre in Paris. The neckline of the highwaisted gown is scooped in a low oval. The sleeves are slashed
half-way to the elbow and caught with a button at the mid-point of
the slash. The neckline and the edge of the entire sleeve opening
l^Ottino, p. 64.

^Qlbid.. p. 70.
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are edged with a gold band.
By studying the paintings of the Virgin, the development
from the simple to the ornate in fabric, neck and sleeve treatment becomes increasingly apparent as people were drawn away
from the spiritual simplicity of the mediaeval influence to the
more humanistic sensuality of the later High Renaissance.
Although a survey of the paintings of the Virgin shows in
its essence the evolution which has been mentioned, it only forms
the nucleus of the costume design of the period. Other examples
of the costumes of the period are described below.
1. PaUas and the Centaur^*^ (ca. 1488). This painting
by Botticelli may be seen in the Palazzo Pitti, Florence. The
figure of Pallas is dressed in a long flowing white gossamer gown
which is embroidered with an evenly spaced design of three overlapping gold circles. The over-sleeves are made of two pieces
which fit closely (1) over the area from the wrist to just below the
elbow, and (2) from just above the elbow to the lower part of the
armhole. The two parts are held together around the elbow with
gold cord which laces them together spanning an area of about
three inches. The bottom half of the sleeve is slashed and through
l^venturi, Plate LXIV.
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the slashes, the cord at the elbow, and over the shoiilder the filmy
white gossamer puffs out, providing a very delicate effect.

The

neckline is bordered with a band of intertwining gold circles.
2. Portrait of SimonettalS (ca. 1485). The original of
this painting by Botticelli is in the Vespucci, Berlin. The sleeve
treatment is characteristic of Botticelli's numerous portraits of
Simonetta. This is a puffed sleeve with a faUing drape; a billowing effect, full at the shoulder, from which long scarf-like drapes
fall to the hemline. These sleeves appear on the t3^ical highwaisted gowns and are puffed at the top. They hang in soft gathers from the puffed sleeve bands high on-the upper arm. The tight
under-sleeves are visible.
3. Mars and Venusl9 (ca. 1485). The original of this
Botticelli painting is in the London National Gallery. The Venus
is wearing the same type puffed drape sleeve, but the gown appears to be open in the front and fastened only from the 0rdle to
the low necWine. The garment appears to be totally bordered
with a gold brocade ribbon.
4. Eleonore of Portugal20 (ca. 1603-1513). This
ISlbid., Plate XIX.

l^Ibid-» Plate XXH.

2Qchefs d'Oeuvre de la Peinture: Pinturicchio. ed.
Institut Geographique de Agostini-Novare (Italy, 1955), Plate VIII.
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painting is on the dome of the library in Siena, Italy. It was
painted by Bernardino de Betto who is called Pinturicchio
(ca. 1454-1513), and depicts the presentation of Princess
Eleonore of Portugal to Frederic m . The princess is wearing a
high-waisted gown over a white gossamer under-dress and a gold
brocade cape. The bodice and skirt of the outer dress are of a
deep red fabric which resembles dotted swiss. The dots are gold.
Ilie girdle and the edge of the wide square neckline are made of a
band of black velvet edged with gold cord. The outer sleeves are
made of a deep green material with stripes formed by wide rows
of three closely spaced gold threads. The sleeves are fuU from
the shoulder to the elbow and close-fitting on the forearm. The
lower half of the sleeve is slashed with three rows of alternately
placed slashes through which large puffs of the white gossamer
are pulled. The sheer material is also visible at the armhole and
the elbow. The neckline of the underdress is formed by a smaU
rolled neckline with a narrow edging of a dark fabric. The underdress is open down the front and is tied together at the neckline
and again about two inches lower with a thin dark str'n-.

There

appear to be tiny diagonal pleats which extend from the armhole to
the neckline. The hair is parted in the middle and pulled back.
The crown of the head and the single braid which hangs down the
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back are closely held by a snood of a gold mesh. The snood is
held in place by a silver band which is attaclied on either side of
the snood and fits around the forehead,
5. Ginerva Bentivoglio21 (ca. 1480). This portrait was
painted by Ercoie de Roberti (ca. 1456-1496), and hangs in the
National GaUery of Art, Washington. The distinctive features of
this dark brown gown are the neckline which is a large "V" from
the shoulder to the girdle and the sleeves which are made up of an
over-sleeve which is open from the shoulder to the wrist and an
under-sleeve which is full over the upper arm and close-fitting
over the forearm.

The neckline and the opening of the outer

sleeve are bordered with a wide land of the contrasting fabric of
the under-dress. This band forms the background for a row of
alternating large red jewels and pearl clusters. The girdle is a
wide band of a deep red luster bordered with gold loops.
6, Life of St. Ursula: FareweU of St. Ursula22
(ca. 1495). Vittore Carpaccio (ca. 1455-1526) painted this picture
which may be seen in the Accademia, Venice. The gown on the
standing figure in red is of interest because the over-dress is
2lRobert Maillard, History of Painting (New York:
Tudor Publishing Co., 1962), p. 60,
22ibid.. p. 64.
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open from the typically high girdle to the hem revealing the green
under-dress. The sleeve of the over-dress is familiar as the short
capped sleeve. A close-fitting sleeve of black velvet extends from
under the capped sleeve to the wrist. There are horizontal slashes
at the elbow of the undersleeve and midway of the short oversleeve. The neckline is a low oval and bordered by a row of
pearls spaced about two inches apart. The figure wears a necklace of two strands of pearls close around the neck and one long
strand which holds a large brooc .
7. Ludovica Tornabuoni23 (ca. 1486-1490). This mural
painting in the choir chapel of Santa Maria Novella, Florence
(left wall) was painted by Domenico Ghirlandaio (ca. 1449-1494).
The central figure in this mural is clad in an over-dress which
resembles a redingote with a fitted bodice. The neckline extends
from the shoulder to the high girdle. The gown appears to be held
with only one clasp at the waist. The slashed sleeves are closefitting and flair out slightly from the wrist to the knuckles. Under
this garment is seen a plain dress of contrasting fabric.
8. Birth of John the Baptist24 (ca. 1486-1490). This
23wolfgang Bruhn and Max Tilke, A Pictorial History of
Costume (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1955), p. 48.
24ibid.
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painting is on the right waU of the chapel mentioned above. The
central figure is distinguished by the fact that over her tj/pical
dress she wears a floor-length over-throw which is open under the
arms revealing her dress. This outer garment has a long V-neckline which extends to about six inches below the waist showing the
detail of the front of the dress beneath it.
The Houppelande
The second of the two basic garments used in this period
was the houppelande. During the height of its popularity in the
first half of the fifteenth century the "proper" garment had a floorlength skirt and often had a train. '^^^ ^ shortened "bastard" houppelande which extended down to some point between the knee and
the ankle appeared among the more active noblemen. 26 The garment was either fitted or laid in pressed pleats but the skirt was
fuU. It was either belted or unbelted. The sleeves were varied
from full to close-fitting, or with any of several variations. The
skirt might be slit to above the knee for convenience in walking.
It sometimes opened down the front, all or part way. The
25Barton, p. 160.
26Herbert Norris, Costume and Fashion (London: J. M.
Dent and Sons, Ltd., 1927), H, 249.
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houppelande might be lined with fur and worn as an outdoor garm-ent. At the height of its popularity the edges might be finished
with scollops (dagged), a series of squares like the battlements
of a castle (casteUated), or cut to resemble leaves (foliated). The
garment was often faced or completely lined with a contrasting
color. 27 Variations could be found between any of the extremes
mentioned.
Another variation of the houppelande was in such contrast
as to appear to be an entirely different garment. This was the
short houppelande which reached barely to the bottom of the hip
and was sometimes even shorter. Like the longer versions, it
was seen in various manners. Its skirt might be pleated, gathered
or plain. The entire garment might be pleated in cartridge pleats
and worn with or without a belt. The sleeves could have any of
the variations mentioned above. This short garm-ent was called
by various names including doublet, cote-hardie, pourpoint,
jacquette, tunic, and jupon. 28 To avoid confusion with the longer
houppelandes this short garment will be called the doublet hereafter.
The discussion of the houppelande is divided into several
2'^Barton, p. 160.

2aTbid.. p. 158.
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areas. The predominant distinctions are the length, as has been
mentioned, and the sleeves. The various sleeve treatments were
aU. used on both the long and short houppelandes and the doublet.
The doublet sleeves were either sewn into the armhole or tied by
means of "points. " These "points" were metal-tipped ribbons or
lacings sewed in corresponding pairs to the armahole and the
sleeve. When the sleeves were tied in, the shirt beneath was r e vealed. 29
The discussion of sleeves wiU be divided into the fitted,
bagpipe, medium and long flowing sleeves. This wiU be followed
by an examination of the contempoi^ry sources.
Houppelande: Fitted Sleeve
During the period the fitted sleeve was widely used. It
was set into the tunic or cote-har die which was worn under both
the houppelandes and the doublets. The fitted sleeves were visible
under both the wide long-flowing sleeves and the moderately fuU
ones. It was used with all the varieties of the basic garment. In
the beginning o' the period it fitted smoothly into the shoulder of
the garment but by 1480 the shoulder treatment had become fuUer. ^^
29lbid., p. 189
^^^iJevlL Truman, Historic Costuming (London: Sir Isaac

29
The sleeve might fit down over the hand as far as the knuckles
like a turned down cuff, or stop at the wrist. Since it was so
close-fitting, buttons were usually necessary. It employed various methods of trim including slashing, elaborate borders and
cuffs of a contrasting color.
Houppelande: Bagpipe Sleeve
The t^igpipe sleeve was so caUed because it was constructed like a giant bag. The sleeve was fitted at the shoulder
and hung in loose folds which were gathered into a tight band at the
wrist, or wider at the top leg-o'-mutton style. 31 An evolution of
4

this type of sleeve was the hanging sleeve which came into vogue
around the year 1450. Herbert riorris states:
[Hanging sleeves] . . . resem^ble deep and wide hanging
bags with vertical openings for the arms. Much abuse was
hurled at these new sleeves, which were written of as "the
devil's receptacles, " because they conveniently held anything
that was stowed away in them; whatever was stolen could be
secreted in their ample recesses and for this reason they
were caUed pokey sleeves. 32
Lucy Barton calls the same sleeve a bellows sleeve and she says.
Though it was gathered into a cuff, through which the hand
might pass in an ordinary way it had also a long vertical slit,
richly ornamented, on its outer side through which the arm
Pitman & Sons, Ltd., lu52), p. 39.
SlBarton, p. 61.

32Norris, p. 387.
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could be thrust. This is one of the first phases of the vogue
for slashing which was to last a good two hundred years. 33
The slashing appeared at the same time in another form of hanging
sleeve which was sewn only at the shoulder, was open from the top
to the bottom, and might be cut as a tube or a cone. These

'

sleeves in their variations were popular and are frequently pictured by artists of the period.
Houppelande; Medium Sleeve
The moderately full sleeve was also popular during the
period under examination. Because it was practical and less extreme, it remained in vogue longer than the "high fashion" long
flowing sleeve. It was weU adapted to the outdoor wraps as it
could be worn over other garments. ^^ This moderatety fuU sleeve
is seen quite frequently in the paintings of the period in both religious and secular subjects.
Houppelande: Long Flowing Sleeves
Throughout the Middle Ages and into the subject period,
the long flowing sleeve (which often trailed the ground) was found
throughout Europe. A tight sleeve was always worn under these
"angel's wings" as they were sometimes caUed because it was
S^Barton, P. 61.

3%id.
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considered bad taste to reveal the bare arm. When the sleeve was
lined with a contrasting color it might be turned back to form a decorative cuff. The edges were sometimes dagged or foliated, but in a
more modified form than was found in other parts of Europe. 35
So that the various neck and skirt treatments, as weU as
the sleeve treatments in the doublet and houppelandes can be illustrated, the following references have been included,
1. Enea Silvio Piccolomini: Going Toward the Concile
de_Bale36 (first of ten plates on the life of Pope Pius H)
(ca. 1503-1513). This fresco was painted by Pinturicchio. The
mounted figure to the left wears a doublet with sleeves which are
close-fitting to the elbow and beU shaped over the upper arm,
fitting smoothly into the armhole and full over the elbow. The
front of his doublet is gapped open with buttons at intervals of
about six inch

. The neckline is of the high round variety and is

bordered by a flat black collar trimmed with gold braid. A tiny
neck ruffle of a white sheer material can be seen coming fron
under the d.^'Ub.let.
The figure in green at the extreme ri(^t wears a waist
^^Henry H. Hansen, Costimie Cavalcade (London:
Metheun & Co., Ltd., 1956), p. 124.
^^Chefs d'Oeuvre de la Peinture: Pinturicchio. Plate V.
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length doublet which is open in a large V-neckline, fastening only
at the waist. The sleeves are the same as those of the other figure mentioned. The undershirt is of a white sheer material and
its neckline reveals the collar bone. This figure wears a round
domed hat with a moderately wide snap-brim. The brim has a
gold brooch with a tear-drop pearl hanging from it.
The central figure in tiie painting illustrates the moderately fun sleeves used on an outer coat.
2. Enea Silvio Piccoloinini^'^ (second in the series).
This painting contains esamples of the slashed hanging sleeve
showing the arm through the entire sleeve (the central figure in
light orange), the arm through the slash with the sleeve hanging
(the seated clergyman to the right of center), and the arm through
the slash and the remainder oi the sleeve tucked into the sash (the
figure in blue in the right foreground). The xiiooerately full
sleeves are iUustrated on the long red rooe on the figure to the
left of center.
There is a fashionable young man halfway back on the
right who wears a knee-length outer coat with a large rolled coUar
of fur. This coat has the slashed hanging sleeve which is longer
37]:bid., Plate VI.
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than the coat itself. The slash is bordered with pearls at intervals of about one inch.

I'he sleeves of the waist-length doublet

are i'ittea at the wrist and graauall;/ becoix-e fuller as they disappear into the hanging sleeve of the coat. The neckline of the
doublet is fully three inches below the collar acne and is bordered
with pearls in a decorative design. The ruffle of a white undergarment can be seen evenly bordering the neckline of the doublet.
This figure wears a black felt hat which resembles an over-sized
American sailor's cap. Three orange plumes emerge vertically
from the back of the hat and there is a large gold brooch in the
center of the hat on the brim.
3. Adoration of the Magi38 (ca. 1481/82). This painting
by Sandro Botticelli is in vyashington in the private coUection of
Andrew W. MeUon. There are numerous examples of the moderately full sleeve in this picture. Tiie figure kneeling in the center
is an excellent example of the Hanging sleeve which is open all the
way down from the shoulder. The figure who is leaning on his
friend's back (to the right) shows a close-fitting sleeve which becomes slightly fuUer at the armhole. This sleeve is slashed from
the wrist to above the elbow revealing the white undershirt. The
38venturi, x^^'iate Xm.
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kneeling figure in the left foreground has on a robe which is a good
example of the long flowing sleeve.
'-. Adoration of the Magi39 (ca. 1477). The original of
this Botticelli painting hangs in the Uffizi, Florence. The central
figure in red iUustrates the long flowing sleeve as does the figure
in blue standing to his left.

Two examples of the moderately full

sleeve are shown on the figures immediately to the left of the figure in blue. Close-fitting sleeves are seen under the fuller variations. The figure to the extreme left of the painting shows slashing which reveals his undershirt. An interesting sleeve variation
is seen on the blue doublet in the right foreground.

The over-

sleeve is elaborately en broidered in gold at the top where it joins
the doublet in many smaU pleats. The sleeve appears to be bleep
length in front cascading down to wrist length in the back.
5. The Purification of the Leper^O (ca. 1481/82). This
BotticeUi fresco is in the Sistine Chapel, Rome. In this picture
the central figure illustrates the ankle length houppelande which is
slit up the sides to the hip line. The robe has the medium fuU
sleeves and is bordered by a ribbon of brocade.
39ibid.. Plate XVI.

^Qlbid., Plate X.-XVI.
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Footwear and Hose
During the subject period, hose were close-fitting as
they had been since the end of the fourteenth century. In this r e gard, Kfihler states:
Made of elastic material, the hose (which now had feet)
came up to the hips and were sewn together both between
the legs and down the back and front, so that they completely
covered the lower part of the body aU around. They were
fastened either with a belt or with a cord drawn through the
top of the hem, or were connected with the foot of the jacket
by strings or buttons. 41
These hose, as they are described by Ktihler and observed in the
contemporary paintings which have been described, so closely resemble modern tights that the lattei' were used in this production
for convenience's sake.
GeneraHy during this period shoes or boots were flatbo UoiL.ed and sometimes consisted of a leather piece sewn onto
tiie sole of tlie hose. ^2 xiie period just prior to this had seen an
exaggeration of the pointed toe, but by 1450 a more natural look
became the vogue in footwear, especiaUy in Italy. These shoes
^^Carl Ktthler and Emma von Sichart, A History of
Costume (London: George G. Harrap & Co., Ltd., 1928),
pp. 200-201.
42i^/[ax von Boehn, Modes and Manners (London: Harrap
&Co., Ltci., 1932), n, 227.
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were most often ankle high with the top turned down to make a roU
or cuff. Higher topped boots were worn for riding and other outdoor activities. 43
Women's shoes of the period were seldom seen and their
hose practicaUy never. The shoes which were seen resembled
very closely those described for the m.en.
Examples of the footwear of the period are to be seen in
Plates V and IX of Chefs d'Oeuvre de la Peinture: Pinturicchio. 44
Exanples of footwear are also included in the BotticeUi Adoration
of the Magi. 45
Coiffures and Hats
Hats and headdresses were worn on almost aU occasions,
and hair styles were changing constantly. Hair styles and head
coverings assumed as many or more varied forms as the clothes
aid. The men's hair styles ranged from the closely cropped
"bowl" of the monks and clergy to the long curly locks of the
young men of fashion. Faces were either clean-shaven or bearded.
43Barton, pp. 161-162. See also KShler, p. 203.
44chefs d'Oeuvre de la Peinture: Pinturicchio. Plates
Vand IX.
^^Venturi, Plates x m and XVI.
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When beards were worn, they were usuaUy trimmed and pointed.
Since in this production the male actors had only a limited time to
aUow their hair to grow, and thereby could not approach the varying lengths of tresses represented in the period, a separate section will not be devoted to men's hair styles.
Men's Headdresses
The most common headdress worn by the men was a cap
which may be seen in the paintings of Carpaccio and BotticeUi.
This cap was either brimmed or brimless. The variations of this
versatile hat aUowed for much individuality. In this regard Barton
states:
Often it was turned up aU around. EquaUy often the brim
was\cut in sections which could be fastened up or allowed
to droop. Such a brim was sometimes wider and stiffer. 46
These hats were constructed of a variety of fabrics including felt,
beaver and velvet. Frequently they were ornamented with brooches,
and curled ostrich feathers.
The bag cap, one which could be turned up in alniost any
fashion to form a brim, or worn in a brimless ftishion was popular
with the lower classes.
The doughnut-shaped roundel hat which evolved from the
46Barton", p. 188.
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wound chaperone47 had its long scarf-like appendage which was
sewn on separately. 48
The chaperone was stiU worn, but from the examples
presented in the contemporary paintings they were preferred by
the lower classes and such hoods were worn by gentlemen only as
a protection from the weather.
Women's Hair Styles
The women of "high fashion" employed combinations and
variations of three basic trends in hair styles during the period.
These were (1) the hair should be removed from the neck and
high on the forehead, (2) if a great abundance of natural hair was
not present, false hair should be worn, and (3) the hair should be
as blond as possible. If blond hair was not available, very black
hair was preferred.

Red hair was undesirable as it was believed

47"The chaperone, originaUy a hood fitting the face and
neck closely with an attached shoulder cape and tail . . . The
tail caUed liripipe grew and grew (untiQ . . . it had to be
tucked into the belt. . . . Qate fourteenth centursi]. The opening originaUy surrounding the face was put on the crown of the
head, the cape part . . . arranged as a drapery or ornaiiient at
the side, and the liripipe twisted around the whole to bind it
turban-wise on the head. " barton, p. Ic7.
4oioid., p. 158.
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to harbor certain undesirable character traits. 49, 50 The hair on
top of the head was generaUy plaited except on very yoimg girls.
OccasionaUy hair was placed in cork-screw curls at the temples.
The hair was adorned with arrauvjeiijents of pearls wound into the
braids. Typical examples of nair arrangements may be seen in
the contemporary sources previously referred to for high-waisted
gowns, especially those of BotticeUi. ^^
Women's Headdresses
During this period wo., en wore headdresses indoors and
outdoors. The hair of matx-ons and older womien was often completely hidden. However, in Italy, nicre than other countries,
women were proud of their hair and they managed to display it.
Hats included silken caps and cauls, nets and veils, and sheer kerchiefs wound around the head a number of .vavy.
Escoffions were tlio headdresses which contained a roU
much lai ^er thau the head in diau^eter and were elevated. Wilcox
says,
49parsons, The Art of Dress, p. 91.
'^''^r:. T. Wilcox, The Mode in Hats and Headdresses (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1946), p. 48.
S^Venturl, Plates XVE, XVli., XIX and XXH/'.
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The escoffion became the fashion and very popular too,
worn over wimple or caul or perhaps both, a stuffed
roll of varied shapes, turban-shaped, heart-shaped,
and two-horned. ^2
The babette or chin-strap was the same as the wimple
until about 1300. At about that time it became narrower. This

iv

|

babette, customarily worn by widows, consisted of a piece of
linen which was folded to one to two inches width in the middle,
widening to four to six inches in width at the ends which were
pinned together at the top of the head. ^3 Some examples of the
various treatments of the babette may be seen in MaiUard. ^4
Color
Bright colors were very popular during the period from
1450-1525. The paintings of the period contain many bright
jewel-toned colors in costumes. Gold and sUver threads added
to the luster. The luxurious fabrics added brilliance and depth
to the hues. Frank Parsons comments:
It is interesting to see how the range of colour (generaUy
primitive) in intensity used by the Venetians seems to agree
with the vari-hued intensities of the sky, water and general
surroundings of the city itself. This is undoubtedly due to
the natural desire for colour stimulant inherent in the
Venetians because of their environment, thou^ it may also
52wilcox, p. 45.

5%orris, p. 192.

54MaiUard, pp. 81, 96, and 103.

!j
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be attributed to the feeUng that the individual expressing an
idea must out do his surroundings in colour splendour, or be
passed by unnoticed. It may then be assumed to be the result
of an over-stimulated colour appetite, encouraged by the
vanity of self-exposition. ^^
This splendor of color is of more than useful importance in contributing to the visual promainence of the actor, especiaUy If the
setting is in monochromatic neutral tones.
The Renaissance colors stiU exist in their original form
and Faber Birren lists the colors used in decoration as metaUic
gold, golden ocher, marble cream, ivory white, Pompeii red,
bright copper, dull brown, medium malachite, deep malachite,
ceram.ic blue, della robbia blue, deep cobalt, garnet red, and
rich br' -."P. Reproductions of these colors may be seen in his

Texture
The materials which were most popular in Italy during
the period appear in the contemporary representations to be predominantly heavy fabrics which fell in soft folds. The brocades
are not represented as being c 3p.
^^Parsons, The Psychology of Dress, pp. 86-87.
^^Faber Birren, Colors for Interiors: Historical and
Modern (New York: Whitney Library of Design, 1964), pp. 28-29.
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Varieties of wo .1, camel's hair, and

were

ported or woven commercially. Serge, wocl ere: e, and flar.nel
were woven domesticaUy. Silks were produced for export and
domestic use. Cloth of gold was woven in the centers of Lucca
and Venice. Linen In both heavy and gossamer textures was produced throughout Europe. ^'^ As carlg as the thirteenth century,
velvets, satins, brocades and d a m a n s were produced. Many
fabrics were adorned with embroidery. The imitation of oriental
stuffs also added to an increasing variety of fabrics. ^8
Conclusion
Theatrical costumes for a specific historical period cannot be designed without a careful analysis of that age. It vjc-iii oe
difficult to interpret a period successfuUy without a knowledge oi
the dress of the people, the fashions and fads, the colors and ialrics, the basic silhouette of the garments and the accessories
which were used. However, complete historical fidelity to a period far-removed, even if desired, woulc be a practical impossibility. In designing historical costumes, complete accuracy cf
^'''Adele C. V/eibel, Two Thousand Years of Texiiles
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1952), p. o--.
57Barton, p. 170.
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reproduction need not be the aim. It is the "essence" of these
garments, the flavor of the age and the temiper of the people that
the designer should attempt to express.
The emotional quality and character impression which
costumes should attempt to depict often depends upon a careful
selection and combination of form, color, and texture. With the
selection of the design elements to be projected, minor details of
actual clothing may be enlarged or eliminated and the costimie
siinplified untU only the essential elements remain. The overaU
result WiU be representative of the dramatic character, and wiU
augment the emotional quality of the production.

CHAPTER HI
COSTUMING THE CHARACTER
In this chapter the costuming of the individual character
is recorded with respect to the elemients affecting the design of
his costume. The analyses attempt to relate any of the factors
which pertain to his costume and might include his age, position
in the play's community, relation to other characters, personality
traits, temperament, mood during the wearing of a particular costume, and the occasion when it is worn.
The two households wiU be distinguished by the use of
color as ouUined in Chapter H, the Capulets dressed in the warm
colors and the Montagues clad in colors from the cool side of the
color scale. Black and grey indicate neutrality in the feud.
The characters will be discussed in an order which wiU
group them together with regard to their clan affiliation.

The

neutral parties will be discussed first, the Capulets second, the
Montagues third. The lovers wiU be held until last, and discussed together.
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The Prince
The Prince of Verona, the head of the state, was attired
in black and gold to show his neutraUty in the quarrel and to add
strength to his chai^cter as he pronounced his judgments. The
central figure in The Purification of the Leperl was used as the
basis for the design of the Prince's costume,
A calf-length houppelande of black corduroy with medium
sleeves lined with gold drapery fabric was chosen for the desired
effect.

The houppelande was open at the sides to the hip revealing

black tights. The upper sleeve was appliqued in a design with the
gold fabric used for the lining. The edge of the skirt was bordered
with a one inch band of black and sUver brocade. The front of the
bodice was decorated with silver braid and rhinestones. The
Prince's hat was a tall black felt with an elUpsoidal crown. The
back of the hat extended to his neck and was skirted from ear to
ear with black net trimmed with black sequins. The hat was ornamented with gold and sUver braid, sequins, and stones. The shoes
were close-fitting pumps of black and gold which reached to the
ankle.
^LioneUo Venturi, Sandro Bottecelli (ISlew York: Oxford
University Press, 1937), Plate XXXVI.

PLATE I
THE PRINCE
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The Prince's Guards
The guards wore black leotards with gold tabbards belted
in front and hanging free in the back. The chief guard had the
Prince's emblem appUqued on the front of his tabbard in black
corduroy. The liats were covered webbing crowns with cylinders
of gold drapery material sewn in, draped on one side and tacked
down. The chief guard wore a papier mache helmet, .nil of the
guards wore black slip-on sneakers.
Friar Laurence
Friar Laurence is the man of the church who is confessor
to both of the families. He has a knowledge of herbs and nature
and in his "grey-eyed morn" speech in Act E, Scene iii, he paints
nothing either black or white, but expresses the relativist's philosophy. He sees the relationship between the natural and moral
world; the good and evil which exist there. Because of this philosophy in which nothing is absolute, both Friar Laurence and
Friar John were dressed In •jriiy robes of the Carmelite order.
These garments were constructed of denim which gave the appearance of homespun fabric. Both Friars were equipped with cowls
and rope belts. A grey skull cap was added and large gold crosses
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were worn around the neck. Neither of the friars wore shoes because of the reference in the script to "the barefoot brothers of
our order. "
Capulet
Capulet's age is established as between fifty and sixty by
the exchange with Old Capulet in Act I, Scene v. His position as a
man of some prom.inence in Verona seems to suggest the long
houppelande, and a general impression of richness. He is also
the head of one of the two households and therefore his costumes
should establish the characteristic color of his faction. His gregarious and fiery temperament suggest colors on the warm side of
the color scale. Rich reds were selected as either the predominating or accentuating color.
At Capulet's first entrance when he rushes into the street
he wears a houppelande of rich m^aroon velour which is anklelength, and open on the sides to the hip-line showing black tights.
The sleeves are medium fuU. The coUar, edge of the sleeves,
belt, and the edge of the skirt were of a sable brown fur. A soft
cap with a medium crown was trimmed with the velour and fur.
The belt, buckle and hat ornament were of silver, and turquoise
stones. Capulet wore a large gold medaUion and three finger
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rings with this costume. Close-fitting maroon slippers were worn
throughout the play.
In Act I, Scene v, Capulet changes his costume for the
baU. As he is the host, and because of the occasion, a more
elaborate costume was designed for this scene. In keeping with
the color plan for the household, Capulet wore a floor-length
houppelande of dark red brocade. The brocade contained large
gold flowers which picked up the light. A yoke which fitted the
shoulders formied the upper portion of the garment and the robe
hung in heavy pleats in the back. White fur formed a "V" front
and back and extended to the hemline in the front of the garment.
The large bag-pipe sleeves were fitted at the wrist and bordered
with the white fur. The hat was tall and wedge shaped with the
bottom turned up to form a brim. It was trimmed with white fur.
A necklace of pearls and a large red stone, and rings added the
accents.
When Capulet enters with Paris in Act IH, Scene iv, he
is again clad in the red velour used in the first scene. In Act IV,
Scene i, as he prepares for the proposed wedding of Juliet to
Paris, he wears the deep red brocade for the second tin e. An
apron of muslin was added to the costume for Capulet's domiestic
duties, and it helped the actor to create some good comae
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miomients. These changes back and forth from one garment to the
nen-t were desired by the actor to help him. achieve the relative
feelings of domesticity and festivity which he desired for his characterization. They also established the feeling of each scene more
clearly for the audience.
In the final scene of the play it is assumed that Capulet
has been roused from his bed to hasten to the tom^b where Juliet is
"warm and new-kiUedl" Capulet's costume for this scene was a
navy blue taffeta with a narrow woven pleat in a silver blue forming a stripe. The projected effect was one of a very rich blue
with briUiant highlights. The robe was made to open down the
front and was joined at the waist. The sleeves were of the longflowing variety and were turned back revealing a deep red satin
lining. The red satin also bordered the opening of the robe from
the breastbone to the hem. Under this robe, a knee-length white
nightgown could be seen. For this costume Capulet wore no hat
and no jewelry.
Lady Capulet
Lady Capulet is much younger than her husband. She was
a mother at around fourteen and Juliet is her only living heir. She
is around twenty-eight to thirty. Since she is the wife of an
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important man she would probably dress in the high fashion of the
day. Because of her place in the Capulet clan, and because of her
vengeful attitude toward the Montagues, her costumes wiU also be
on the warm side of the color scale.
Lady Capulet makes her first entrance with her husband
during the street brawl, wearing a printed corduroy high-waisted
gown which projected much like needle point. It was a pattern of
deep maroon roses and dark green leaves against a deep rose
background. The skirt was cut with an opening to the waist r e vealing a maroon satin under.jinrt. The sleeves were elbowlength capped sleeves. The under sleeve was a fitted sleeve of
deep maroon velvet with the knuckle-length turned down cuff
effect.

The square neckline and the waistline were bordered with

large pink pearls. A maroon piUbox type hat fitted over her hair
which was arranged in a large bim on the crown of her head. A
necklace and earrings of gold and pearls was worn, as were rings
on her index finger of the left hand, and the ring finger of her right
liand. The basis of this design may be seen in Carpaccio's Life
of St. Ursula: FareweU of St. Ursula. 2
For Act I, Scene iii, she changed from the hat to a scarf
2Robert MaiUard, History of Painting (New York: Tudor
Publishing Co., 1961), p. 64.
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of pink organdy which was bound tightly around the head and was
held high in hennin fashion by her liair.
For the ball in Act I, Scene v, she wore a fuchsia jersey
high waisted gown with close-fitting sleeves. The neckline and

m

the short slashes in the sleeves revealed an undergarment of pink
organdy. Over this basic gown was a "throwover, " a floor length
garment attached only at the shoulder, which had a long V-neckline which extended below the waist revealing the front of the
dress. The sides of this gown were open to the armseye and were

f

caught in four places between the arm-hole and the herr. The edge,
the neckline and the catches at the sides of the skirt of this outer
garment were made of a three inch purple corduroy bias t • ,
Ghirlandaio's Birth of John the Baptist^ shows the garment which
inspired the design.
The pillbox hat was of purple velour which was held on
the head by a snood of the fuchsia jersey main- '^1. The hat
brooches, earrings, and necklace were profuse with purple '•-tcne.j.
The same rings already mentioned were -vorTn
In Act in. Scene iv. Lady Capulet changed back into the
first costume mentioned to indicate the domesticity of the scene.
^Wolfgang Bruhn and Max Tilke, .A Pictorial History of
Costume (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1955), D. 48.
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She wore this costume, changing only to the scarf again for Scene
•m

V, untU Act IV, Scene iii, when she had to make a very fast change
into her third costume during Juliet's potion speech.
In Act IV, Scene iv. Lady Capulet is dressed for Juliet's
approaching marriage to Paris and she wears this costume
throughout the remainder of the play. For this costume a highwaisted gown of burnt orange corduroy and rust burlap was designed. The front of the skirt and the bodice were made of the
corduroy and the outer sleeves and the back of the skirt were
made of the burlap. The back of the skirt had a large box pleat in
the center which revealed an eighteen inch panel of the corduroy
the length of the skirt. The neckline was a deep "V" to the girdle.
The outer sleeves were close-fitting at the wrist and an open "V"
from the shoulder to the elbow showing a voluminous undersleeve
of a sjmthetic material in rust, dark brown, oUve green and brilUant orange. The edge of the outer sleeve opening, the edge of
the V-neckline, and the girdle were trimmed with orange velvet
ribbon on which were placed alteniating gold buttons and stones.
The hat was a large roundel covered with the synthetic print on
top of a close-fitting rust pillbox. The necklace and earrings
were rust colored beads. The painting which suggested this neck
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and sleeve treatment was Ginerva Bentivoglio by Ercoie de
Roberti. 4
Tybalt
Another member of the Capulet clan, Tybalt is a personification of the evil which is ever inciting the ancient feud to "new
mutiny. " He instigates trouble whenever he appears. He is vain,
a "fashion monger, " and "fiery. " Because of his interest in high
fashion and his vanity, Tybalt was dressed in a waist length doublet
of black velvet with a low square neckline. The sleeves, from the
shoulder to the elbow, were a black print on a deep red background
accented with gold paint. The extremely close-fitting lower half
of the sleeve was made of black velvet. The hat was a modified
roundel which sat to the side of the head and was adorned by embroidery, stones, and a fourteen inch slender red feather. The
feather extended verticaUy for added height. The shoes were low
black pumps. Tybalt wore a dangling earring on his left ear, A
short black cape lined with maroon satin was provided for use in
the dueling scenes. Black tights comxpleted the costumie.
4MaiUard, p. 60.
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The Nurse
The costume of the Nurse was affected both by her lowerclass position as a servant and the fact that she is a widow. As a
person belonging to the lower-class her costume was made of a
coarsely woven cotton in a rich brown color. Mercutio refers to
her as "a sail, a saU" in one scene and (working with the metaphor of a ship in fuU sail) her costume was designed to make her
look as corpulent as possible, the widow's babette forming the
"saU. " Her costume contained a gathered skirt, and fuU sleeves
caught into a tight band at the wrist. A large round collar of offwMte muslin edged with a pleated ruffle was added as a finishing
touch. As she is a widow, the babette and couvrechef were chosen
as the most appropriate headdress. Long black hose and black
flat shoes completed the Nurse's costume.
Peter. Sampson and "A Servant"
The play opens with Peter (the roles of Gregory and
Peter were combined in the production) and Sampson engaging in
some very bad puns and bawdy banter. The roles of these three
servants are of a comic nature and this, plus the fact that they
are of the Capulet clan and are instrumental in estabUshing the
quarrel's far-reaching effects, influenced their costumes. AU
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three of the servants wore bright red ehaperones with the Capulet
I' 11

crest appliqued on the front. All wore short houppelandes in the
Capulet colors. The costumes for the servants were designed for
comic effect with moderately exaggerated lines based on the costume of the period. The shoes and hats were made of the same
fabric as the doublets.
Paris
The character of Paris is a kinsman of the Prince, a
count of noble famUy. His courtly artificiality and formality cannot hide the real affection he exhibits for Juliet in their meeting in
the Friar's ceU, in her parent's house, and when he goes to her in
the tomb.
Paris was dressed in a calf-length houppelande of grey
rayon to establish his relative neutrality to the quarrel. The skirt
of the houppelande was open to the waist in front. The skirt and
the long-flowing sleeves were dagged around the edges and the
garment was lined with maroon drapery fabric. The houppelande
had a long V-neckline which revealed the white chiffon undershirt.
Paris' hat was a roundel with a long flowing sash which was worn
under the face and over the shoulder. The houppelande was decorated with silver braid. In aU but his last scene grey tights were
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worn, but in the scene at the tomb when he is definitely on the
Capulet side of the quarrel, the tights were maroon to m^atch the
lining of the houppelande. The sleeves were turned back and
pinned to the shoulder revealing the maroon lining, and also allowing more freedom for the sword ..ight. The sash on the hat was
also made so that it could be turned revealing the "Capulet" color
for this final scene.
Old Capulet
Old Capulet wore a floor length deep red cotton houppelande with a large coUar of frieze upholstery material in a matching color. The close fitting sleeves were of a matching drapery
fabric. The hat was a smaU brown fur which aided the impish
quality which the actor brought to the role.
Montague
To aU appearances Montague is a gentle man who seems
to be weary of the feud but incapable of stopping it. As head of the
Montague house, he should be richly attired. It is also necessary
to contrast his costume colors to those of the Capulets. Because
he, his wife and Benvolio are the primary members of the Montague faction besides Romeo, and are aU of a calmer disposition, a
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cool color scheme was chosen. Montague wore a dark green cotton brocade houppelande which was slit to the hips at the side seams.
The sleeves were close-fitting at tlie wrist and gradually became
fuUer at the armhole. A large circular collar embellished with
appUque, sequins, stones and metaUic braid dominated the top of
tlie costume. The hem and the belt were edged with a wide band
of red and gold brocaded rib::on. The hat was a large circular
affair slashed on the edge in petal fashion and m^ade from, the same
fabric as the houppelande. Black tights and black velvet slippers
completed the costume.
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•Lady IvicntasTue
Lady Montague also seems to possess a pacific nature.
Her qualities as a good mother are found in her inquiry after
Romeo in the speech, "Right glad I am he was not in this fray. "
Her genuine concern for her son, and her death in the last act
from grief at his banishment show a sensitive nature of a much
gentler sort than Lady Capulet's. Lady Montague was dressed in
a high-waisted redingote of a soft synthetic jersey print which was
caught from the girdle to the busUine with varying lengths of gold
cord. The jersey was a mmted blue-green with a printed design of
brown roses and dark blue-green leaves. The front edge of the
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redingote and the close-fitting sleeves were bordered by a dark
blue-gr3nn corduroy band and gold braid. Underneath the redingote, an under-dress of matching dark blue-green taffeta was seen.
Lady Montague wore a scarf of pale green chilfon which was
clamped on with a gold and pearl head band. A gold bracelet, gold
dangling earrings and two finger rings accented the costum.e. The
costume which suggested this design is depicted in Ludovica
Tournabuoni by Ghirlandaio. ^
Mercutio
Mercutio's dashing nature and his C3mical charm seemed
to warrant a costume of considerable elegance. The choice of a
short doublet for his character was based upon his flamboyant personality traits and his great vitality. Though not bound by any
family ties to either of the two feuding houses,

M n.itl 's constant

association with the youths of the Montague faction and the part he
plays in the turning point of the i^lay seem to suggest that he be
aUied with them visuaUy by means of color choice. For this reason the fabrics chosen for his costume were a forest green brocade and a jersey with a subtle pattern of medium malachite green
^Bruhn ana TUke, ^J. no.
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and yeUow which projected as yeUcw-green.
The short brocade doublet had an open V-neckline to the
waist revealing a shirt of th© jersey. The skirt of the doublet was
slashed to the waist at the sides revealing the skirt of the siiirt.
Because Mercutio is so active, sleeves which were close-fitting
at the wrist were chosen and they were tied to the doublet by the
use of points to aUow further freedom. The jersey shirt was revealed at the shoulder through the points and at the wrist. Black
onyx beading decorated the front of the doublet. The hat was one
with a high crown and a snap-brim covered in the fabric of the
doublet and decorated with the onyx beading around the headband.
Mercutio's shoes were dark green pumps decorated with a silver
coin in front. He wore a necklace of silver chain and three silver
coins. Two large rings were worn, one on his right thumb and
the other on his left ring finger. Green tights, dyed to match his
doublet, completed the costume.
Benvolio
Benvolio appears on stage more than any other member of
the Montague family except Romeo. He is seen much more than >
Lord Montague, but he reveals litae about himself. He is primarily hiterested in the problems of other people. Blue and white
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were chosen as the colors of Benvolio's costume because they are
on the cool scale and therefore in keeping with the Montague clan,
and because of the aUiance of the color blue with the loyalty which
seemiS to be Benvolio's predominant characteristic. The short
houppelande was made slighUy longer for BenvoUo and the skirt
was made flat in the front and fuU in the back. This was done for
two reasons. First, Benvolio appeared maore mature than the
other young men, and second, because the actor playing the part
was thick through the hips and the shorter garment was unbecoming.
The sleeves were close-fitting at the wrist and fuUer at the shoulder where they were tied by points to the armhole. Two long vertical slashes edged in a matching blue velvet revealed large puffs
of white parachute silk. To further counteract the figure problem
of the actor, stripes of the blue velvet were appliqued onto the
front of the garment fanning out from the waist toward the shoulders and toward the hem of the houppelande. These stripes were
outlined with silver braid, and tipped with blue pearl buttons.
The hat was a taU crowned affair with a narrow brim which
turned up on the sides. This was covered in the same blue as the
doublet and trimmed with a verticaUy placed white ostrich plume.
Blue tights, carefully dyed to match the doublet, helped to add
more height to the appearance of the actor by keeping the color
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line from top to bottom. The effect which resulted was to make
the actor look somxewhat taUer and thinner than he would have
otherwise.
Balthazar
Balthazar is Romeo's servant friend. He accompanies
the Montagues to the dance, rides to Mantua to teU Romeo of
Juliet's death, and is near Romeo when he enters the tomb. His
character is not too clearly drawn, but he seems to possess a
high degree of loyalty. For variety and contrast, Balthazar was
dressed in a short houppelande of bri^it green corduroy with
sleeves of a blue and green printed cotton. The hat was made
quite taU to make up the difference in the height of the actors who
played Balthazar and Romeo. The hat and shoes were m^ade of the
same fabric as the doublet.
Abraham
Abraham was listed as a servant to Monta.jue. He appears in the scenes with the younger members of the Montague
faction. He wore a light green cotton tunic with sleeves fitted to
the elbow and puffed above. He wore greenish brown tights, and a
chaperone of deep green corduroy which had the Montague crest
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appliqued onto the front. His hat was a long conical soft cotton to
match his doublet and feU to one side at a rakish angle. Abraham's
shoes were made of the same fabric as his basic garment.
Apothecary
The Apothecary was clad in black tights, a ragged greygreen garment with a hood and a pouch for holding the vial which
he seUs to Romeo. He wore ragged black felt slippers. His garments were shredded and tattered to give a beggarly appearance.
Romeo
Romeo and Juliet are the only two characters in the play
who go through a progression, a maturing. At the outset, according to the director, Romeo is in many ways less mature than
Juliet. His character development is seen in three distinct stages
which are caused by three separate incidents in the play. They are
his meeting with Juliet, the death of Mercutio, and the news of
Juliet's death,
Romeo's first costume is worn throughout Act I, and in
Act n. Scenes ii, iii, and iv, because, as the script points out,
Romeo had not been home aU night. This initial costume must
serve to give the audience their first impression of his
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character, must be worn at the dance scene for his first meeting
with Juliet, and miust also he worn in the balcony scene. His first
costume is therefore one of the : )st important in the play.
A practical problem with respect to aU of Romeo's costumes is that nowhere in the play does he have enough time to
change his tights, A light blue was chosen as a logical shade as it
could be used with almost any cool "Montague" color combination.
Another stong factor in the design of Romeo's clothes,
as weU as all the young men's costumes, was the fact that the actor was six feet four inches taU and quite slender. This made
him about four inches taUer than Mercutio and six to sight inches
taUer than Benvolio, Tybalt and Balthazar.
The fabric chosen for . : . no's first costume was a rich
aqua brocade. The short doublet was constructed with medium
flowing sleeves. White chiffon was used for the undershirt with its
fuU tightly-cuffed sleeves. The neckline of the doublet was a low
oval with the white chiffon gathering high on the neck. Brocade
boots of calf height were made of the same laDrJo. A shaUow
crowned snap-brimmed hat was also made and covered with the
brocade. Because this costume is worn during most of Romeo's
scenes with the other young men, much care was taken in its design in order to make the actor appear less taU and thin. A four
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inch blue velvet bias strip was appliqued on every horizontal line
conceivable. The neckline, the waist, the hem, the edge of the
sleeve, the hat brim and the tops of the boots were aU treated with
the horizontal strip of blue. This bias was further accentuated by
an outline of narrow silver braid.
Romeo's second costume was worn for his wedding with
Juliet. He appeared in it in Act H, Scene v. As a maturation process has taken place, a less boyish look was the object. Also because
the character's mind is far from the antagonistic element of the
quarrel, the color of his costume reflected his change of attitude.
The doublet was made of a Ught orange drapery fabric. A deep
burnt orange rayon was used to simulate an undergarment. Strips
of this material were ruffled around the neck and the sleeves, and
puffed around the armseye between points of gold braid. The slits
of the doublet from waist to hem were backed with panels of burnt
orange to simulate an underskirt. The trim was a narrow band of
soft carpet cut on the bias and appUqued to suggest burnt orange
fur. This trim was sewn on the waist, neckline, sleeve and the
hem of the garment to further accentuate the horizontal lines.
The desired effect was to point to the fact that he had assumed so
much of Juliet's side of the quarrel that it couldn't be hidden. The
shoes were low and close-fitting, made of the same fabrics as the
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doublet.
Romeo's third costume appears in the bedroom scene in
Act HI, Scene v. As he has obviously not had time to go home
since he left the Friar's ceU, and in order to show the haste of the
proceedings, the second costume was left in sight of the audience.
Since the third costume serves for the leave-taking and his journey in Mantua, the practical solation for achi eving the proper
mood seemed to be a shirt and removable coat combination. However, the director felt that a cape was needed to indicate travel
and also to provide a cover for the dead Paris in the final scene.
The shirt for the bedroom scene was of a soft jersey in
muted tones of blues, greys and pbin. It was a shadowy patterned
design and was made with bagpipe sleeves, a soft roUed collar and
a waistband of a contoured shape which fit on the outside of his
tights. Navy blue short boots of a soft close-fitting leather trimmed
in grey lamb's wool were worn. jn,omeo dons his coat made of navy
blue velveteen before he descends the rope. The coat was made
with hanging sleeves which were open from top to bottom and sewn
only at the shoulder. They were bordered with the grey lamb's
wool. Grey fur trim was also used down the front and around the
liem of the doublet. The coat was fastened with two buttons at the
waist which matched the shoe buttons. The cap was also of
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velveteen trimmed with the grey fur. Since the coat was donned on
stage it was completely lined with light blue taffeta. The cape,
which was knee-length, had a close peaked hood and was also made
of the blue lining material. The Uning for the cape was black cotton in a raised black on black weave. One frog at the neck served
as the only closure so that the cape might be tossed back freely
for sword fighting and removed easily. The cape was thrown over
the shoulder as he descended the rope, and was not worn until he
appeared in Mantua. Although the effect was so subUe as to be
completely overlooked, the lamb's wool as trim for the coat in
which Romeo dies was thought to be apropos of a lamb being led to
the slaughter.
Juliet
Juliet first appears as a child of about fourteen. Her
youth is stressed in Act I, Scene Ui in the discussion between
Lady Capulet and the nurse. Lady Capulet says, "She's not fourteen" (line 12). She is a polite daughter; dutiful, obedient, simple.
Her first sight of Romeo creates in her an emotion which she had
never before experienced. The change from famUial love to romantic and marital love begins with the lover's first meeting, and
progresses to the courage and obstinacy of a grown woman when
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she resolves to die rather than be false to her love.
Juliet first enters in Act I, Scene iii, when her
mother wishes to speak to her before the dance. She is already
attired in her dancing dress which was of a pale pink taffeta. The
waist was cut high; the skirt was flat in front and gathered fuU in
back. The sleeves of a black and pink brocade were close-fitting
and made in two pieces which were held together over the elbow
and around the forearm by narrow pink velvet ribbon. The sleeves
were tied in by the use of points of pink ribbon. A white chiffon
under-garment was visible through the openings on the sleeves,
around the points, and around the oval neckline. For this first
entrance Juliet wore a pink crocheted juliet cap. ^ The waist band,
neckline and cap were trimmed with pearls. The shoes were white
and gold and were worn throughout the play. The sleeves of this
dress were modified from those shown in PaUas and the Centaur
by BotticeUi. ?
The time between the dance and the balcony scene was too
short to aUow a complete costume change. As a flowing romantic
^The close-fitting cap which fits onto the back of the head
has been used so often in productions of Romeo and Juliet that it
has acquired the name "juliet cap."
•^Venturi, Plate LXIV.
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gown was desired for this scene, a dress was developed which
could fit directty over the pink taffeta which the actress was already wearing. This gown was of a soft blue pongee and had the
same high waist, a low neck which barely covered the underdress,
a long flowing train, and sleeves of the puffed and hanging variety.
Two long pongee panels were closed at the top and sewed into the
armseyes. An elastic was then run through at about ten inches
from the shoulder. The sleeves of the first costume were untied
and removed and the chiffon under sleeve pushed up under the pongee forming a fuU puffed sleeve. The ends of the panels hung free
from the sleeve and just cleared the floor. The garment was fastened only at the girdle and the neck so the quick change was accomplished easily. The cap was removed and the hair was aUowed
to faU freely.
Juliet's third costume is worn in Act 11, Scene v, and is
the dress in which she marries Romeo. It was of a heavy drapery
material in a soft blue. The bodice of dark blue brocade was cut
out revealing the white chiffon of the undergarment over the
breasts. Ten strands of variegated blue plastic beads were strung
over the opening at regular intervals. The sleeves were of the
drapery fabric and were snug at the wrist and very fuU at the
shoulder. They were attached to the bodice by short strands of
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JIJLUAPP. SECOND COSTUME
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three beads which aUowed the white chiffon to be puUed through.
A tiara and blue chiffon scarf were worn on the head.
The blue cool color over the pink in the balcony scene,
in addition to the moonlight influences was selected because it reflects Juliet's feeling for Romeo when she puts on the colors of his
family. In the wedding scene she is in blue and white having assumed his color for the wedding over white which is generaUy accepted as symbolic of purity.
In the bedroom, scene with Romeo, Act IH, Scene v,
Juliet appeared in a tangerine gown of georgette crn: n?. The gown
was high-waisted, low necked, with fuU sleeves which were fitted
at the wrist. Around the waist and across the upper arm. of the
sleeve a band of matching cotton lace was inserted. SmaU embroidered flowers were appliqued around the neckline and at intervals over the front of the skirt. A tangerine taffeta slip was worn
underneath.
When Juliet departs for the Friar's ceU, she puts on a
floor-length cape of maroon velv -. The cape was made with
large gussets at each shoulder and in the center of the back. This
cape was lined with pale green taffeta.

The color was selected to

indicate that although she is maintaining an outward appearance of
Capulet aUegiance, she is secretely aUied to Roneo.

i

PLATE XXni
JULIET'S THIRD COSTUME
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Juliet puts her fifth costume on while on stage in Act IV,
Scene iii. Her nurse carries on her robe which she is to wear untU the end of the play. It is sUpped on over the tangerine georgette
cr-xe. The final costume was of a heavy brocade in an ivory
color with a design in gold threads. It was also of the high-waisted
type and had a fitted bodice to which a fuU circle skirt was attached.
The skirt had a large gusset pleat in the back and was longer in
the back than the front by about fourteen inches. The sleeves were
of the long flowing variety, coming only to the elbow in front and
draping in a large tear-drop of fabric to about ten inches from the
floor. The under sleeves were close-fitting olive satin with slashes which revealed the tangerine sleeves of the georgette gown.
The neckline was cut in a deep "V" which reached to the girdle.
The girdle of olive satin was placed directly under the bustline
and was clasped by a large jeweled buckle. Juliet's hair in the
tomb scene was adorned with a heavy false braid intertwined with
gold braid and surrounding a close cap of gold satin and rhinestone .
Conclusion
As important to the play as the appropriate expression of
a character visually through costume is the ensemble that results
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when the individual designs are seen together. This problem was
further complicated by tlie inconsistent heights of tha young male
actors. Romeo was so much taUer tlr.an any of the other principal
actors that ensemble, a balance of picturization, was a problem.
The director's blocking, the scene designer's platforms and
levels and the costume designer's use of line, color and texture
aU worked together to combat visuaUy an imbalance of emiphasis.
The colors when seen together provided a symbolism not
seen when looking at each cnai-ncLer individually. The ehaperones
and crests of the two households coming from opposite sides of the
stage in the Oveniny scene were desigxied to show visuaUy the conflict from the first.
Vyhen Juliet comes dovm weeping and refusing Lo marry
Paris, she is dressed in the tangerine which clashes with the
maroon draperies, her uiuther's costume and her father's costume,
further indicating that her ideas are not in accord with theirs at
this point. However, when the motlier finds Juliet dead, she is
dressed in the rust and orange costume against tiie black of the
upper level or inner above, and tiiere is no conflict.
The director did much to aid the costume designer's
approach with color by keeping the characters of the two households separated on stage in the large crowd scenes. This division

l

of warm and cool miade the quarrel more evident visuaUy, and the
reconcUiation of the two factions even stronger as the colors
finaUy mingled together when the people passed by the bier.

CiiAPTER IV
CLOTHH^'G CONSl RUCTION
As noted in Chapter iI, the principal fabrics in the period
were silks, linens, cottons and \.70>-lens. Gold and silver threads
were interwoven on occasion and much brocadinn was done in
tliese metals. Modern techniques have provided a number of synthetic fibers and finishes which oSer a wide selection of cloUi
which can simulate the effects of the antique fabrics.
Selection of I'abrics
L,electing fabrics for the production of Romeo and Juliet
included making a survey of the deoartmental wardrobe for existnig costumes which would be con.patible with the design plan, inventorying the yard goods on hand in the clothing shop for fabric,:.
which would fulfill the needs of the design idea, and making an inspection of the fabrics in the stores in the area for fabrics which
exhibited useful characteristics.
The design idea was ilexible where fabrics were c ncerned
to aUow the use of materials already on hand. The substitution of
less expensive rabrics which v;ould project as .veU—and often
98
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better—than the expensive materials of the period was made.
Comparison shopping, utilization of sales, and school discounts
were aU influential in the selection of the particular fabrics to be
used in each costume.
When the final choice of fabrics had been made, the color
relations of individual garments wore re-checked to insure that
undesirable combinations had not been created. A few changes
and substitutions had to be made when colors were found to be
mismatched, or insufficient yardage was avaUable. However, the
large majority of fabrics which were finaUy selected for the design were used.
Patterns
V'The costumes were constructed with the aid of basic
M
patterns for the elements of the garments. Each of the men was
asked to bring an old shirt to be used for making the basic pattern.
The women's costumes provided less difficulty because of available commercial patterns. The recent popularity of the empire
waistline further aUeviated the making of basic female patterns.
JJ Garments in aU periods of history may be described as
loose or tight fitting, and the basic silhouette of any given period
is dependent upon the portion or portions of the body where the
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garments are habituaUy made either loose or tight.

Therefore,

the fundamental lines of either a purely tight garment or a purely
loose garment may be used as the starting point or "basic pattern"
for any style: there is littie need to draft a special onttenn. The
basic pattern is used and altered to meet the requirements of the
desired silhouette.
The men's shirts were pinned to the desired fullness as
they modeled them to assure the fit of the final garment. The r e sulting pattern was used to form the actual pattern on brown wrapping paper. The measurements of the actors were taken and kept
on file for reference and final checking before fittings.
Special sleeves and other costume distinctions were made
by either expanding or contracting the pattern for that portion of
the costume to aUow more or less fullness over the desired area
of the garment in question.
Cutting and Fitting
Cutting and fitting were accomplished using the adjusted
basic patterns. AU the parts of the costumes were lined with
muslin. This added weight aided in the projection of the lighter
fabrics and increased the richness of appearance and durabUity.
One inch seams were aUowed on aU garments to permit
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adjustments for future productions.
The garments were sewn together with the large basting
stitch on the machine for the first fitting. After the garment had
been fitted it was stitched again with a smaUer stitch for strength.
Areas which were destined to get more strain were double stitched
for added sturdiness. Each seam was pressed as it was finished
during this stage of the sewing.
At the second fitting the hem was marked and any necessary refit was indicated. Trim was added and the hem was then
pinned and sewn. After the final fitting of the complete costume
with aU its parts, the costume was stored in a safe place to keep
it clean. With the final pressing the costume was ready for perform.ance.
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CHAPTER V
THE COivnPLn.TED PROJECT
In general, the completed costumies followed the designs
closely. Deviations were incorporated when it became apparent
that a costume did not give the same effect on stage as in sketch
form, was unbecoming, or uncomfortable to the actor.
Changes
Some changes which were not made because they were
discovered too late to accomplish include Romeo's second costume.
The effect of the Ught orange doublet with the pale blue tights was
too vibrant, and a distracting factor. These colors approached
being direct complements and thereby were too "electric." To
compound the problem, the orange shoes which were constructed
for this costume did not stand up under the strain of so much unanticipated running, and white slip-on sneakers were dyed to replace them. This second pair of shoes was almost iridescent,
which added to the undesirabUity of the total effect.
The Prince's costume was ori0naUy conceived for a very
reserved dignified ruler who deUvered his judgments with poise
102
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and solidity. ITie actor playing the Prince did not feel regal in the
costume as originally designed, and the costume described in
Chapter i n for the Prince was the result of an attempt to aUow the
actor to feel at home in his costun s. The addition of a sUver
lam.e cape with a high standing collar was made in a further attempt to help the actor with his desired characterization. This
costume would have been more successful if a new design concept
had been formulated rather than attempting to adjust the original
design. This was not done due to the fact that smaU changes were
miade graduaUy and the ultimate damage to the original idea could
not be foreseen.

The resulting costume lacked the dignity and

stature originaUy conceived.
Actor Difficulties
The use of rehearsal costumes resulted in an vmusual
degree of competence among the actors in handling their costumes
gracefuUy. There were no instances of stepping on the long s k i i ^
of the actresses or of fouling in long sleeves, liripipes, etc. r e ported. The lack of fouling is remarkable considering the exuberance with which the dueling scenes were staged. Costume da- a.e
during the production was minimal and confined primarUy to costume rings which came apart, one or two runs in tights, and a
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broken zipper. The daUy pressing and shoe polishing occupied
the costume crew's major daily responsibUity during the running
of the show.
Costume Charts
During the production the costumes were arranged in the
dressing rooms according to an assigned plan. Each actor had a
special staU for his costume with a place for hats and shoes. The
dressers worked fromi a costume chart which listed the changes
and the pertinent information retarding them. The general com^ments of the actors seemed to indicate that they were proud of
their costumes. The condition of the dressing rooms was above
average and required only minimal monitoring.
ounimaiy
The original objective of the design project was to provide costumes for Romeo and Juliet which would satisfy the r e quirements of aU the factors which influence the costuming of a
Shakespearean play.
Research was performed to acquire the information
necessary to determiine the various styles in which the production
Diiqht be costumed.
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In conference with the director and the scene designer
the specific ppduction style was determined by the sharing of
ideas regardim the play.
A mc|"e detaUed research of the particular historical
period was made in order to determine those characteristics of
costume which would most adequately meet the needs of the production style and the script. The Italian Renaissance (1450-1525)
was agreed upon and used as recorded in Chapter I. Research
into the worte of art of that period and the writings of subsequent
scholars to determine fashions, fabrics, and colors was made.
Designs for costumes which would reflect the mood ana
cultural aspects of the period and coincide with the mood and
atmosphere of Shakespeare's script were created. Fabrics were
chosen and constructed into costumes.
Thus, the objective of the project culm.inated in the production itself. The performances were completely sold out before
the opening night. Approximately 2400 people witnessed the production, and the individual connn.ents regarding the production as
a whole, and the costumes speciiicaUy, were generaUy favoracl^..
Jack Sheridan, fine arts editor fcr The Lubbock Avalanche
Journal, said in his review of the play, "The costuming for the
play is fabulous, designed and supervised by graduate student
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J. Edgar Webb. "1
The Daily Toreador, in a review by the fine arts editor,
stated:
Costumes, designed by J. Edgar Webb, did much to add to
the play's authenticity. Actors and actresses swept across
the stage with flowing capes, fashioned tights and swirling
gowns, ihe play used more than 50 costumes. . . . The
evening was sparked with colorful costumes, glittering sets
and competent acting. 2
The foUowing photographs record the visual effect of
some of the completed costumes.
Ijack Sheridan, "New Campus Theatre Opens at Tech
With Flourish, " The Lubbock Avalanche Journal. April 18, 1964,
08C. A , 1 0 .

^Lane Crockett, "Renowned Love Story Opens New
"iheatre, " The Daily Toreador. April 21, lc'o4, p. 5.

PLATE XXVI
THE PRINCE'S GUARDS
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PLATE XXVII
CAPULET'S SECOND .-COSTUME
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PLATE XXVni
CAPULET'S THIRD COSTUME
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PLATE XXIX
LADY CAPULET'S FIRST COSTUME
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PLATE XXX
LADY CAPULET'S THIRD COSTUME
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PLATE XXXI
TYBALT

IIUI
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PLATE XXXII
THE NURSE
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PLATE XXXin
MONTAGUE
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PLATE XXXIV
MERCUTIO
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PLATE XXXV
APOTHECARY
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PLATE XXXVI
ROMEO'S FIRST COSTUME
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PLATE XXXVII
ROMEO'S THIRD COSTUME
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PLATE XXXVHI
JULIET'S FIRST COSTUME
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PLATE XXXIX
JULIET'S THLRD COSTUME
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PLATE XL
JULIET'S FIFTH COSTUME
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PLATE XLI
JULIET'S CAPE
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PLATE XLI
"Throw your mis tempered weapons to the ground,
And hear the sentence of your moved prince. "
(I, i , 9 4 ) .
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PLATE XLEI
"If ever you disburb our streets again.
Your lives shall pay the forfeit of the peace. "
(I, i, 103).
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PLATE XLIV
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"And to't they go like lightning, for, ere I
Could draw to part them, was stout Tybalt slain,
(in, i, 177)
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PLATE XLV
"I tell thee what: get the to church o"Thursday,
Or never after look me in the face. " (HI, v, 163).
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PLATE XLVI
"Then.music. with her silver- s^n.^^.d I
(IV, v', 130).
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III

PLATE XLVn
"Such mortal drugs I have; but Mantua's law
Is death to any he that utters them. " (V, 1, 66).
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PLATE XLVn
"Then be not poor, but break it, and take this. "
(V, i, 74).
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PLATE XLIX
"Ah dear Juliet, why a r t thou yet so f a i r ? "
(V, iii, 101).
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PLATE L
"For nev,er.was a story of more woe
Than this of Juliet and her Romeo. " (V, iii, 309).
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PLATE LI
"Will they not h e a r ? What, ho! You men, you beasts. "
(I, i, 90).
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PLATE LII
"If love be rough with you, be rough with love;
Prick love for the pricking, and you beat love down. "
(I, iv, 28).
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PLATE LHI
"I have been feasting with mine enemy. "
(n, ii, 49).
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PLATE LV
"Spakest thou of Juliet? how is it with h e r ? "
(HI, iii, 93).
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PLATE LVI
"Thank me no thankings, nor proud me no prouds.
But fettle your fine joints 'gainst Thursday next. "
(HI, V, 153).
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PLATE LVn
"When griping grief the heart doth wound. "
(IV, V, 128).
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PLATE LVin
"Honest good fellows, ah, put up, put up;
For well you know this is a pitiful case. "
(IV, iv, 97).
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PLATE U X
"Unhappy fortune! by my brotherhood,
The letter was not nice but full of charge.
(V, ii, 17).
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PLATE LX
"My poverty but not my will consents. "
(V, i, 75).
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PLATE LXI
"Arms, take your last embrace!" (V, iii, 113).

PLATE LXn
"Oh happy dagger 1
This is thy sheath; there rust, and let me die.
(V, iii, 168).
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